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ZERO-EQUIVALENCEIN FUNCTION FIELDS
DEFINED BY ALGEBRAICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
JOHN SHACKELL
Abstract.
We consider function fields obtained as towers over the field of
rational functions, each extension being by a solution of an algebraic differential equation. On the assumption that an oracle exists for the constants, we
present two algorithms for determining whether a given expression is functionally equivalent to zero in such a field. The first, which uses Gröbner bases,
has the advantage of theoretical simplicity, but is liable to involve unnecessary
computations. The second method is designed with a view to eliminating these.

1. Introduction
If we wish to perform symbolic computations involving transcendental functions there is a fundamental problem to be faced. Our object of study will
be a domain, R, of functions, but it is not possible to compute directly with
functions since they are abstract entities. We therefore need a domain <I>,consisting of expressions which represent the functions in R and a homomorphism
p : <S>
-» R. In some cases, for example when R consists of elementary functions, suitable expressions are supplied by standard mathematical notation and
there is no difficulty in extending this to cover the other cases. The problem lies
in the fact that, trivial cases apart, p is not injective.
Such a situation is not uncommon in mathematics and would be of no great
consequence here if we had sufficient knowledge of the kernel of p. Ideally
we would like a set of representatives for the residue classes in 4>/ ker p, and
a good algorithm for finding the representative equivalent to a given element.
This should be particularly simple for sums, products, quotients and functional
composites of representatives. In other words we would like a canonical simplifier with good algebraic properties; see [6, 23, 8, 12].
Unfortunately no canonical simplifiers are known for the majority of function
fields. A lesser requirement, and if we claim to compute with functions at all
rather than representatives, a minimal one, is an algorithm to decide when a
given element of <I>belongs to the kernel of p. Finding such an algorithm
constitutes the problem of zero-equivalence.1
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'Theoretically a zero-equivalence algorithm gives a canonical simplifier, but not generally one
that is of any use [6].
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One approach to zero-equivalence is derived from Hardy's work on asymptotic growth [15]. Hardy considered the function field generated from the functions x, exp(;t) and log(x) by arithmetic operations and functional composition. He showed that a nonzero element of this field can have only a finite
number of real zeros and hence such elements must tend either to infinity, minus infinity, or a finite limit. Richardson [27], and independently Macintyre
[19], showed how to bound the number of zeros. Then if the given expression
is found to vanish at more points than the bound allows it must be identically zero. As a zero-equivalence algorithm, such a procedure has a number
of drawbacks both theoretical and practical. The practical problems are firstly
that the number of evaluation points needed may be very large. Secondly the
methods given by Richardson and Macintyre involve differentiating the given
expression to a potentially high order. Since expressions involving transcendental functions generally grow very rapidly under repeated differentiation, these
objections mean that the methods can only be considered practical for very
simple expressions.
The theoretical problem, which is also a practical one, is that evaluation
of an expression at a point requires a method of determining whether a constant is zero. This is clearly necessary anyway, since an algorithm to decide
zero-equivalence must in particular be applicable to constant expressions. This
constants problem is related to some old unsolved problems in transcendental
number theory [1, 17, 7, 9] and looks very difficult. For this reason much of
the existing work on zero-equivalence in transcendental function fields has proceeded from the (quite unwarranted) assumption that an oracle exists for the
constants. We shall henceforth adopt this standpoint here, but the point should
be made that because of the greater generality, this involves a somewhat larger
assumption in our case. In particular, if the function field is generated by log-

arithms and exponentials only, constants may be dealt with by assuming the
Schanuel conjecture,

[17, 9]. This may be stated as follows:

Let ax,...,an
be complex numbers which are linearly
independent over the rational numbers, Q. Then the field
Q(a- , ... , a„ , ea', ... , ea") has transcendence degree at least
n.

However we can hardly take refuge in such a conjecture here, and this leaves
very much open the question of how one might deal with constants in practice;
this point is discussed further in [31]. In connection with the constants problem

see also [3, 12, 16, 20, 22, 25].
A second approach to functional equivalence (i.e., zero-equivalence in function fields) is founded on differential algebra. The idea is to determine the algebraic dependencies between the various (apparently) transcendental functions
using the Risch Theorem or its generalisation due to Rothstein and Caviness.
These techniques can be applied to fields built (via arithmetic operations and
functional composition) using trigonometric functions, exponentials, and logarithms. With the Rothstein-Caviness theorem, it is also possible to include
integration as a field-building operation, although there may be practical difficulties in some cases. For further details see [29, 7, 24].
These methods were developed primarily in connection with symbolic integration and there it is indeed necessary to know the algebraic dependencies
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between functions. But to decide functional equivalence one does not need to
know whether there exist polynomials in the given terms which are equivalent to
zero, but merely whether this is true of the particular polynomial under consideration. From this viewpoint zero-equivalence should be an easier problem than
integration in finite terms; the distinction between the two is somewhat akin to
that between nondeterministic and deterministic algorithms in the theory of
NP completeness [14]. In this paper we capitalise on the advantage by working directly with the given expression, rather than trying to determine algebraic
dependencies.
Transcendental functions are specified by differential equations of the form

(n)_My,y>,...,y(»-V)
àiy,y',...,y("-x))'
where A and Q. are polynomials whose coefficients may contain other 'simpler'
transcendental functions, and by initial conditions of the form yixo) = Co,
y'ixo) = cx,... , y("~l)(-Xo)= c„-i. In this way we are able to handle towers of
function fields with each new level of extension being by a function defined as
a solution of an algebraic differential equation with coefficients in the existing
field. In fact one does not gain any generality by taking coefficients in the
field below, since the top-level functions must themselves satisfy an algebraic
differential equation over K[x], where K is the field of constants. To see this,
first note that y satisfies an algebraic differential equation over a field F if and
only if the transcendence degree of F(y, y', ...) over F is finite. If this holds
and in addition F(y ,y',...,z,z',...)
is of finite transcendence degree over
F(y, y', ...) then F(y ,y',...,z,z',...)
is of finite transcendence degree
over F (see [34, Chapter II]), and hence z satisfies an algebraic differential
equation over F ? However, it is nonetheless important to give the algorithm in
terms of towers of extensions, since this fits in with the way in which expressions
are generally encountered.
In fact we work with differential equations of first degree but this does not
restrict the class of functions. This is because a solution of an algebraic differential equation of order n satisfies the first degree equation of order n + 1

obtained by differentiating the former. In some cases at least, this is a more
natural way of specifying the function. For example the sine function is more
usually specified by the equation y" + y — 0 than by (y')2 + y2 = I. The
device of differentiating to obtain a first-degree equation is also used to handle
algebraic extensions.
In fact the theoretical existence of an algorithm for determining zero-equivalence in towers of function fields defined by algebraic differential equations has
already been established by Denef and Lipshitz in [11] (see also [10]). However
these authors were not concerned with obtaining practical algorithms. Their
method would seem to require (among other things) factorization of a potentially large number of multivariate polynomials.
In some cases functional equivalence is well known to be undecidable. Let
R2 be the field generated by arithmetic operations and functional composition
from the constants 1 and n, the variable x and the functions abs and sin.
Then zero-equivalence in R2 is recursively undecidable [8, 28]. It would be
2I am grateful to Chris Woodcock for drawing my attention to this argument.
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nice to be able to contrast the situation in R2, which has a single nondifferentiable function in its generating set, with that in the fields we shall be discussing
in subsequent sections, but it may be that the constants problem is undecidable in both cases. However, the addition of the modulus function cannot be
responsible for the undecidability of constants, for as pointed out in [27], if a
constant is known to be nonzero, its sign may be determined by successive approximation. Then, if we can decide zero-equivalence of constant expressions
which do not contain modulus signs, we can tackle those which do by successively removing the innermost modulus signs, having determined the sign of the
expression they bound; cf. a similar argument, in a slightly different context, in
[30]. It follows from this, that if the constants problem in R2 is undecidable,
then the Schanuel conjecture is false. This would be established if we could
show how to decide functional equivalence in R2 modulo constants, but none
of the available methods seem applicable to this case.
In §2, we define the towers of extensions and the homomorphisms between
them. In §3, we give a zero-equivalence algorithm in terms of Gröbner bases.
However, the method has the drawback of requiring a relatively large number of
differentiations and corresponding basis computations. In the next section, we
give a sketch treatment of a more efficient 'gcd'-method applicable to the case
when all the extensions are by first-order differential equations. Full details of
this are given in [31]. A related, but slightly different treatment of this case is
given in [26]. Also some similar ideas were used independently by F. Ulmer in

[33].
The main results of the paper occur in §§5 and 6, where the first-order results
of the previous section are generalised to higher orders. Theorem 3 allows us
to identify factors in the given expression of the form y - h where y defines
the current extension and h satisfies the differential equation for y . Theorem
4 then gives a method of checking whether any such h also satisfies the initial
conditions in the specification of y . These two results, together with Theorem
5 which generalises Theorem 3, form the bases of the main algorithms of the
paper, Algorithms 3 and 4. A worked example illustrating these, is given in §7.
Finally, in §8 we briefly consider expressions specified using functional composition, since this often occurs in practice and is catered for in the Richardson
and Macintyre methods for example.
A number of people helped in the production of this paper. In particular,
the author would like to thank Michael Singer and also Dan Richardson for
some very valuable comments. The referee's keen insight helped to eliminate
a number of errors and confusions. Also, as so often in the past, the author
has benefited from a number of discussions with colleagues at the University
of Kent at Canterbury. In particular, Chris Woodcock and John Merriman
contributed a number of useful suggestions, and in addition, Tim Hopkins gave
invaluable help with the use of the lATpX document-preparation system.

2. Extension

rings

We begin by constructing two towers of differential rings. One tower will
contain rings of formal expressions, with the given expression belonging to the
top-level ring. The rings of the other tower will contain the corresponding
functions. We will also need various intermediate rings and differential homomorphisms.
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First some notation. If R is any integral domain, we will denote the ring of
polynomials in the indeterminates ax, ... ,am by R[ax, ... , am]. Its quotient

field will be denoted by Riax, ... , am). Now let K be any subfield of the field,
C, of complex numbers (e.g. K might be the rational number field) and let Xq
be a fixed element of K. For i = 0, ... , N ,we define recursively, differential

rings O, and R,, and a differential epimorphism p¡. The elements of <ï>,will
be formal expressions, and those of R¡ the corresponding functions. The map
Pi will take a formal expression to the function it represents.
Let í>o De the formal polynomial ring K[x] and let Rq be the ring of
complex-valued polynomial functions with coefficients in K. Let po : Oo -> Ro
be the map which when applied to a formal expression gives the corresponding
function (syntactically po is the identity). Note that <I>oand Rq are differential rings, with the obvious differentiation, and that p0 is a differential
isomorphism.
Now suppose that 0,_i, /?,•_>, and /?,_■ have been defined. Let «, be a
given positive integer (in fact n¡ will be the order of the differential equation
one of whose solutions defines the extension from R¡_x to R¡) and let
/>,_i : *,_,[?,

,/„...,

y\n'-l)]

-

R,-X[y¡ ,y\,...,

y\n'-l)]

be the homomorphism obtained by applying p¡•_■ to the coefficients of polynomials in í>,-i[y,, y'¡, ... , y¡"
]. We shall frequently write P for the image

of P under /9,_i. Denote the quotient field of R¡-\ by F,_i and let c,,o, Q.i,
... , c,->Bl._ibe constant elements of F,_i. Let Xi- Ri-\[yi, y¡, ••• • y,-"'-1'] -»
F,_i nC be the homomorphism defined by the substitutions x —xo , y¡ = c^n,
y i — c¡t\,...

,y¡

- Cí,b,-i .

We are now in a position to give the function which is used to define Rj as
an extension of R¡-X. Let f denote the solution of the differential equation

m

l)

vm_ ~Ai(yi,y'i,---,y(rl))

'

n(y;,y;,...,yr'V

which satisfies the initial conditions y¡(x0) = c,-,o, yK^o) = ^, i, ■• • , y, ~ =
c/jB/_i. Here A, and Q, are given polynomials in 0,_i[y,, y¡, ... , y)"'_1)]
such that A, and Í2, have no common factors and /,(Q,) -^ 0. We note
that f is uniquely specified in this way and is analytic in a neighbourhood
of Xo ; see, for example [2, Chapter V]. Let <I>, be the ring obtained from
^i-i [y¡ • y'i • • • • >y i ~ ] by introducing the inverse of f2,. In other words, O,
is the quotient of í>,_i [y, ,y\, ... , y("'~ ''] by the multiplicative system {(Í2,)r,
r e N} ; see [34, Chapter I]. As will soon be apparent, the negative powers of
Q, are needed in connection with the differential structure to be defined on O,.
Now let R¡ be the ring of functions which are polynomials in f, its derivatives, and (Cliifi, f'j,...,
f<j"~l)))~l, with coefficients in /?,_■ . We note that

&i(fi »f'i> • ■■>/,*'")
does not have a zero at x0 since //(H,) ^ 0. We use
T, to denote the quotient of /?,■_■
[y,, y-, ... , yj"'_1)] by the multiplicative system {(Q,)r, ceN}.
The map /?,_i induces a homomorphism /z,: O, -> T,.
Specifically, if z € O, we may write z in the form
Z = Zo-r-Z1/Í2i + --- + Zyt/(Q/)*,
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where z0, zx, ... , zk e 4>,_i[y,, y\, ... , y{"' l)]. Then

Piiz) = z0 + Zi/Q¿ + • • • + zt/(Q,)fc •

Next we let v¡: T, —>i?, be the homomorphism generated by substituting
/j and its derivatives for the formal parameters y,-,y¿, ... , y}"' . Then
Pi : O, -» Ä, is defined as p¡ = u¡ o p¡.
Our next task is to introduce the differential structure on the rings we have
just defined. On R¡, the derivation is just normal differentiation with respect
to x. Let X e 9i-\\y¡, y'i, ... ,y¡]
and let ÔX denote the polynomial
obtained by applying the derivation of <!>,■_
i to the coefficients of X. We define

(3)

(3)

X*-SX + — v' + —v" + ■■■+ dk

X - ÖX+ dyyt + dyy, +

+ ^.^y,

yC*-') +

+ ^^

dl

A' •

Q ,

so X* e C),. It is worth noting that this definition is equivalent, in the first-order
case, to that of the derivation D in [32], used in connection with a problem on
liouvillian first integrals of differential equations. If P is any element of <!>,■,
we may regard P as a polynomial in y¿, y[, ... , y,
, t modulo the ideal
generated by t£l¡ - 1. The star derivative of P is then defined to be3

n* sn dP /
dP
(n,-\)
9P A,
(4) ^-„+^)<
+ ... + _F_T^.
)+ _pI_-_^.

ÔP Q*

It is easy to see that * is a derivation on O, and that the natural inclusion
4>/_i ■—>
<I>, is a differential monomorphism. Moreover this is also true of
®i-i[y¡ • y'i • • • • • J7,
] *->^i - if we regard (3) as defining the derivation on
*f-iLv¿, y'i,..., y|"'_1)]. Similarly if r 6 *,-,[y,, y{,..., y("'~x)], we define

(5)

7 - dx + dy,y' +

+ dy¡*-2)yi

+ eyto-i) ñ¿ '

and for X e T,■,we let

(6)

X ~ dx + dy* +

+ ayto-Vy'

+ Byp-i) q;

at Q2 •

Then /?,_i[y,, y;-, ... , y;-l_ ] and T are differential rings and the natural
injection -R,_i[y,, y\,... , y¡
] ^-»ï isa differential monomorphism.

Proposition 1. The maps p¿, v¡, and p¡ are differential ring epimorphisms.

Proof of Proposition 1. It is trivial that po is a differential epimorphism. Suppose then that the statement of the proposition holds when / is replaced by
i — 1. It is clear from the definitions and comparison of (3) with (5) and of
(4) with (6), that p¡ is a differential epimorphism. Moreover u¡ is clearly
surjective. Thus we need only show that v¡ commutes with the derivations.
Let I6Ï.
Then from (6),

(dX

dX ,

dX

[-_._«

dX

A¡

3Strictly speaking P* is the residue class of the expression on the right of (4).

dXÙ*\
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Since Vi is a homomorphism, the right side is equal to

(dX\

"<£? (dx\

,j+x

( 3X \

[XA

fdXQ*\

However, since f¡ satisfies the differential equation (2), we have i/,-(A,7Q,-)=
fj"l], and so

by the chain rule. The conclusion for p¡ now follows from that for p¡ and u¡,
and this completes the proof of Proposition 1.
We will also require the following result, which is a straightforward consequence of standard theorems.
Proposition 2. The rings <I>,,R¡, and R¡-X[y¡ ,y\, ... , y)"'_1)] areNoetherian.

Proof of Proposition 2. That K[x] is Noetherian follows immediately from the
Hubert Basis Theorem [34]. Suppose that <I>;_iis Noetherian. Another application of the Hilbert Basis Theorem shows that ^,-i[y,, y'¡, ... , y\n¡~^ , t] is
Noetherian. But O, is a homomorphic image of this ring under the quotient
map and so, by a standard result [34], must be Noetherian also. Thus, by induction, <E>,is Noetherian for i — I, ... , N. Since R¡ is the homomorphic
image of O, by p¡, the conclusion follows for R¡ and the Hilbert Basis Theorem again gives the result for /?,-_-[y,-,y\, ... , y¡]
also. This completes
the proof of Proposition 2.
3. A Gröbner

basis algorithm

Suppose that we are given a rational expression in the functions x, fx, ... ,
fiv . This may be represented as the quotient of two polynomials each of which
belongs to <!>/>/_
i[y#, y'N , ... , y^w_1)] ; this ring we identify

as a subring of

Oat . Our task is then to find a suitable algorithm to determine when an element
P of <bN-X[yN,y'N, ■■■, y^1']
belongs to the kernel of pN . We shall assume
that such exists for constant elements of Ow and, inductively, for elements of
Oat_ i . Since we will have occasion to consider other inductions, we refer to the
induction on N as the outer induction.
In order to simplify notation, we shall freely drop the subscript N from
quantities such as y ,<ï>, A, n , etc. when no risk of confusion arises. In addition we shall use P to stand for the image of P under p ; since p and />#-1
agree on <f>N-X[y,y', ... , y("_l)], this may be regarded as an extension of our
previous convention. Finally, we write P*' to denote the /'th star derivative of

P, and take this to be P itself in the case / = 0.

Theorem 1. Let P e O. // p(P) = 0 then x(P*j) = 0 for every j > 0.
Conversely, if for some k > 0, P*k belongs to the ideal in T generated by

P,P*,...

, ?*(*-•) and x(P*J) = 0 for j = 0,...,

k - 1 then p(P) = 0.

We note that the existence of such a k follows from Proposition 2.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let £: R —►
R n C denote the homomorphism defined
by the substitution x = Xo. It is then easy to see that the map x factors

as x = Z ° v ■ Now if p(P) = 0 then v(P) = 0. But v is a differential
homomorphism and hence

z(p^)=í(i/(p*y))=í(W)r')=o.
Now suppose that P*fc= X^o' ¿,P*-> with ^éï
On applying

for ;' = 0,...,

v to this equation, we see that Z = v(P)

ferential equation Z^

= J^1

k - 1.

satisfies the dif-

u{Aj)ZW . If in addition x(P*j) = 0 for

j = 0,...,
k — 1 then v(P) also satisfies the initial
Z'(xo) = ••• = Z^_1)(xo) = 0. Since the elements
Xo, the uniqueness theorem for differential equations,
piP) = v{P) = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem

conditions Z(xn) =
of R are analytic at
[2], then implies that
1.

Theorem 1 will give an algorithm for deciding when piP) is zero once we
have a method of determining when P*k belongs to the ideal generated by
P, ... , P*^-1). Problems of this type have been much studied and several
methods are known [5, 18, 21, 23]. We shall give our algorithm in terms of
Gröbner bases [5]. The Gröbner-basis calculations will be carried out in the ring
O but the decisions as to whether to continue them or not are effectively taken in
^/v-iLv/v, y'tf, • • •, yjv" ] • We shall use similar ideas elsewhere in the paper.
The general principle is that where a computation in O requires only ring operations and decisions as to whether coefficients are zero, the ring calculations in O
transfer via the homomorphism />#_■ to R^-i^n,
y'fl/, ■■■• yjvW_1)]and the
decisions about the zero-equivalence of coefficients can effectively be taken in
Rn-iÙn , y'ti • • • • • yx"_1)] • since by induction we can decide when elements of
<IV-i belong to the kernel of pn-X ■ In the present instance, suppose that P*j
is equal to Q¡ modulo the ideal generated by P, ... , P*^'-1'.

By induction,

we can decide whether Q¡ = Pn-XÍQ¡) is zero. If it is, then P*J belongs to the
ideal generated by P, ... , P*^-1' since Pn-\ is a differential homomorphism.
Algorithm 1. Given an element P of <S>,we must decide whether piP) = 0.

1. Determine whether x(P) = 0- If not, then p(P) ^ 0. Otherwise let G0
be the Gröbner basis consisting of the single polynomial P. Then carry out the
procedure given below, for successive values of j = 1, 2, ... until it is resolved

whether or not piP) = 0.
2. Compute P*J and determine whether x(P*J) - 0. If not then p(P) ± 0.
Otherwise reduce P*' with respect to the Gröbner basis Gj-X, obtaining Q¡
say. If Qj is the zero polynomial then p(P) = 0. If not, compute a reduced
Gröbner basis for the ideal generated by Gj-X and P*j and call the new basis
Gj. Replace j by j + 1 and repeat 2.

One or two points still need to be made regarding the algorithm. Firstly, for
the purpose of calculating Gröbner basis we identify O with the ring
K-r.,(n*-l)

ü-un

..(/»¿v-2)

^n

„

(«jv-i-l)

i ■■■>yN,yN-x

„("i-1)

- ••• • yN-i • ••• • yx

,---,y\\

„ 1

and use a pure lexicographic order (i.e., yx < ■■■< y|M|_1) < ••• < y({¡N~X)).
Secondly, we note that the termination of the algorithm follows from the fact
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that O is Noetherian. Moreover if we find that Q¡ = 0, we will already have

that x(P) = X(P') = •■• = x(P(i~V)) = 0, and Theorem 1 then implies that
p(P) = 0. Finally, it is necessary that differentiations be carried out in O rather
than in Rn-\[y, y', ... , y(n_1)]. In practice this means that the derivatives of
y i with i < N, which will be generated in the coefficients, must be identified
as such, and not as new functions. Otherwise the possibility of nonterminating
loops is introduced.
From a theoretical point of view, Algorithm 1 does all that is required. In
practice however, the number of differentiations needed may be very large,
and as already pointed out in connection with the methods of Richardson and
Macintyre, this is likely to result in rapid growth in the size of the expression. One can alleviate the problem to some extent by reducing P*' modulo
G¡ before applying the next star derivation. However consider the case when
P = (y-exl)(ex+xM),
with M > 0, and y is defined by y' = 2xy, y(0) = 1 .
Even though it is obvious on inspection that p(P) = 0, Algorithm 1 will require
M + 2 differentiations, essentially because no derivative of the second factor of
P before that of order (M + 2) is in the ideal generated by the previous derivatives. Yet this calculation is generated by a factor which is not involved in the
vanishing of p(P). The answer to the dilemma is to use a gcd algorithm. In
the next section, we investigate this in the case when all the defining differential
equations are of first order.

4. The first-order

case

Full details of the algorithm presented in this section are covered in [31], so
we give here a sketch treatment for the purposes of comparison with Algorithm
1, and of introducing the methods of the following sections.
Recall that we are assuming that, inequation (2), n¡ = 1 for all /'. Wedenote
the algebraic closure of a ring X by Iaig. Note that if X is a differential ring,
the derivation may be extended to Iaig [34]. For QeT, we write n(Q) for the
polynomial (£l)rQ, where r is the highest power of (Q)_1 appearing in ß;so
in the general case n(Q) e R¡-X[y¡, y¡, ... , y\"'~l)]. Of course, u(Q.) ^ 0, and
if we want to decide if i/(Q) = 0, it suffices to consider 7t((2). The first-order
algorithm is based on the following result.
Theorem 2. Let P be a square-free element of i?/v_-[y] and let g denote the
gcd of P and 7r(P*). If g contains a factor y - h, where h e (i?v-i)aig. then
h satisfies the equation

(7)

y' = A/ñ.

Conversely if h satisfies this equation and P(h) = 0, then y - h divides g.

The proof of this result (in a slightly different notation) is given in [31];
moreover a generalization will be proved in the next section. Theorem 2 allows
us to remove 'extraneous' factors, such as (ex + xM) in the above example,
from P, by taking the gcd of P and n(P*). This yields the following.
Algorithm 2. To determine whether p(P) = 0, we proceed as follows:

1. Check that x(P) = 0 ; if not, then p(P) ¿ 0.
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2. Check that P is not the zero polynomial. Assuming it is not, compute the
gcd of P and dP/dy and divide it into P to make the latter square free.

3. Compute g - gcd(P, n(P*)). If g is independent of y, or if x(g) ^ 0,
then p(P) ± 0.
4. Otherwise substitute x = xo in g leaving y as an indeterminate. If this
reduces g to the zero polynomial, keep differentiating partially with respect to x
until this substitution no longer gives the zero polynomial. At this stage, substitute
y = Co in addition to x = xq . This will give zero if and only if p(P) = 0.
One point to be made is that, to obtain g, the gcd computations are carried
out in the ring «-J>and remainders checked to see whether they reduce to zero
under the map pN-X. Similar remarks apply to the gcd calculations in stage
2. This matter is treated more fully in the next section; see in particular Subalgorithm 1. The reason for taking derivatives at stage 4, is that each coefficient
of P might contain a factor which vanishes at Xo. This cannot be entirely
avoided by removing common factors from coefficients since, for example, one
term may contain a factor x - Xo and another sin(x - x0).
If we apply Algorithm 2 to the example P = iy-ex )iex+xM), we need only
one partial differentiation, one star derivation, two gcd computations and one
set of substitutions. This compares very favourably with the M + 2 differentiations and their associated Gröbner-basis calculations and substitutions required
by Algorithm 1. The gain is not always so good; if P happens to be of the
form Y[kj=xiy-hj) with each hj satisfying the equation (7), then g = P. Even
here Algorithm 2 has the advantage of avoiding the Gröbner-basis calculations
however.

5. Higher-order

extensions

In this section, we consider towers of extentions of K[x] defined by higher
order differential equations. Here we use a second inner induction within the
outer induction.
Suppose then that P e Q>N-X[y,y', ... , y("_l)], as in §3. The inner induction is on the number 5 where y(î) is the highest derivative that actually
appears in P. We consider first the case when 5 = 0. Although, as we shall
see, there is a sense in which this is very nearly the general case, we do need to
consider the case when 5 > 0. This is so even when the P in question contains
no derivatives of y,'s, because our method involves taking star derivatives, and
this introduces derivatives of the y,, i < N, into coefficients. Thus the case
5 > 0 appears at the next depth of recursion.
For the moment however, let P e Oiv-i[y]\í>v-i • Then for 1 < / < n — 1,
we may write P" in the form
F)P
(8)
P*'=y(')^-dy + Z;,
with X¡ 6 Q>n-i[y, y', • •• »y('-1']- The equations P*' = 0 therefore express
y(,) as a quotient of two polynomials in Q>N_x[y, y', ... , y(,_1)]. We substitute these expressions to successively eliminate y("~') down to y' from P*" .
The justification for doing this is given in the next theorem. If Ù denotes

the result of similarly eliminating y("_1), ... , y' from £1, then the result of
eliminating from P*" may be uniquely written as the quotient of two coprime
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polynomials in <!>#_■
[y] with the denominator being a product of Ù and a
power of dP/dy.
We denote the numerator by 3(P), thus defining a map
S: <I>Ar_i[y]-> Ojv_i[y]. The following theorem is the basis of our algorithm
for higher-dimensional extensions. It is a generalisation of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Write T = E(P) and suppose that P is square free. Let g denote
the gcd of P and T. If g contains a factor y-h
with h € (jRjv-i)aig. then h
satisfies the differential equation ( 1). Conversely if h satisfies ( 1) and P(//) = 0,

then y-h

divides g.

Our proof of Theorem 3 will use the following.

Lemma 1. Suppose y-h
divides P, where h e (i?v-i)aig- Then, for 1 < / <
n-\,
the Xi of equation (8) have the property that
~

dP

(9) Xi = -h{i)j-

+ (yU~l) - h(i~{))Wx+ (yC-2) - h(i-2))W2+ ... + (y-h)Wi,

with wx,...,Wie

(i?v-i)aig[y ,y',...,

yC'"1'].

There is, of course, no reason to believe that h is differentiable at xo . However
we note here and for future reference that it will at least be analytic in a cut
neighbourhood of Xo.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose P = iy-h)Po,
1 < /' < n - 1, we have, by Leibniz Theorem,

(10)

where Po e (^v-Oaigt^l • F°r

P*¡ = (yW - hW)PQ+ (y('_1) - A(/_1))Pi+ •• • + (y - h)P,

where P, e iRN-i)^[y ,y' ,-••, yU)], for j = 1,...,/'.

(11)

In fact

P, = y^dPo/dy + [/,-,

for some U¡ € (^v-i)aig[y, y', ■■■- y(,1)]- Substituting (11) into (10) yields
p*' = (y(') _ //('))(P0 + (y - h)dP0/dy) + iy{i~l) - h{i~l))Px

+ --- + iy-h)iUi

+ h^dPo/dy),

and comparison of this with (8) gives the desired conclusion, since dP/dy

Po + (y - h)dPo/dy.

=

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. If we take /' - n - 1 in (10) and apply the star derivative,
we obtain

P*" = (^ - h^ j Po+ (y«"-»- A<"-'>)ß,+ ••• + (y - A)Q„-i,
with Qx,... , g„_i G (Äjv-i)aigLv,y', •• ■, y("2!)] • °n substituting for the
derivatives of y using (8) and (9), we see that T takes the form

f = P0{Ä(//,... , //i""1))- h{n)Ü(h,..., //'"-")} j |^ j +(y-h)W,
where H7 6 iRN-\)a\ë[y] and r € N.
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Now, since P is square free, idP/dy)(h)

= Poih) ^ 0. Hence y-h

divides

T if and only if

A(h,...,

h{"~X))
-h^ñ{h,

... , h{"-l)) = 0;

i.e., if and only if h satisfies equation (1). This completes the proof of Theorem

3.
Theorem 3 gives us a means of discovering whether P contains factors of
the form y-h
with h satisfying (1). However we still need a way of finding
out whether any such h also satisfies the initial conditions prescribed for /.
We also need to deal with branch points. First some more notation.
Let (i?w-i)aig{y} denote the differential ring generated by (/?#_».)a-g and
y using the usual differentiation, not the star derivation; so an element of
(/?AT_i)aig{y}is a polynomial in y and its derivatives of any order. Note that
there is a natural identification /?#_-. [y] <->(^v-i)aig{y}. For 0 < j < n - 1,
let n¡: (Pvjv-i)aig"Lv}
-» (Cfl (i?A'-i)aig){y(-'+1'} be the homomorphism defined
by the substitutions x = xo, y = Cq, ... , yW = Cj . Let <%*Xo
denote the ring
of germs of analytic functions at xo . We extend the definition of £ (the map
given by k -> k0) and n¡ to ^0{y}

.

Let g be a polynomial in y whose coefficients are functions of x defined in
a neighbourhood of xo and let Co,..., c„-X be given constants. A lofting sequence for g (with respect to Co, ... , c„_ i ) is a finite sequence of nonnegative
integers po(g) < px(g) < • ■■< Pj(g), J <n-\
with the properties:

(i) £(£<«•>)
= 0 for /' < po(g), but Z(gl*>))¿ 0 ;
(ii) For j = I,...,
i=Pj(g)-

J we have nj_x(g^)

is zero for /' < Pj(g) but not for

We say that g has the lofting property if it possesses a lofting sequence Po,P\,
... , pj

(this includes the assertion

that the relèvent derivatives

exist at x0)

such that either
(a) J = n-\
and nn-Xig{p»->))= 0, or
(b) njigüj)) ^ 0 for J <j<n1.
We define the loft of g to be n in case (a) and to be J in case (b); it is clear
the loft is then uniquely defined.
In what follows we take Xo to be 0 for convenience of notation. We proceed
to obtain some results concerning the loft. Our eventual goal is to show that
the g of Theorem 3 has the lofting property and that for such a g, the loft of
g is equal to n if and only if />#_•(#) = 0.
Lemma 2. Let a e %o ■ If a -^ 0 then a has the lofting property with loft 0.
Also for any a in %o< the polynomial y - a has the lofting property, and if

a(0) = 0, so too does ay - 1.
The restriction a(0) = 0 is not in fact necessary for ay - 1 to have the
lofting property. This will follow from Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 2. To prove that a has the lofting property, with loft 0, we
have only to take po to be the least integer for which a(Pi>)# 0. For y - a,
we take p¡ = i for / = 0, 1, ... until c, -¡¿ a(,)(0) or i = n - \ . Since
£iay - 1) = 1, ay - 1 has loft zero with Poiay - 1) = 0.
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Lemma 3. Let g e RN^x[y] be of degree at least two and irreducible over ¡%o■
Suppose that g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, i.e. if y - h is any factor
of g, with h e (ÄAf_i)aig, then h satisfies the differential equation (1).
Then g has the lofting property with loft less than n .
Proof of Lemma 3. Write d for the degree of g. It follows directly from the
Theorem of Puiseux (see [13, §8.14] for example) that in a neighbourhood of

the origin, g may be written in the form
d-\

(12)

g = A(x)l[(y-<t>(erdxl"i)),
r=0

where A(x) is analytic at 0, xxld is defined on the branched Riemann surface,
z¿ is the primitive d\W root of unity and 4> has a Laurent series with finite
principal part, <£(£)= Ylm=kDmCm. Let q be the order of the zero of A at 0.
If we expand the right-hand side of ( 12) we obtain an expression of the form
(13)

g = A(x)(yd + ad_x(x)yd-x + --- + ao(x)),

where the a,'s are elementary symmetric functions of the (¡)(erdxxld),and of
course each Aa¡ has a removable singularity at the origin. Suppose first that
k < 0. Then since a+k is the order of the zero of Aao at the origin, a+k > 0.
Moreover the functions Aa¡, / > 1 have zeros of larger order at 0. It follows
that Ç(gU)) = 0 for ; < a + k and £(g(a+V) = Da+k(Aa0)(0) ¿ 0. Hence g
has the lofting property with loft zero and Po(g) —a + k .
Now suppose that k > 0. By replacing y by y + q(x) for some polynomial
q and making the necessary adjustments to the constants Cn,..., cn-\ we can
reduce to the case when k is not divisible by d. Choose R > 0 such that
dR<k<
d(R + 1). Then Ç(gu)) is equal to zero for j <a and to A(-a\0)yd
for j = a. Hence if Co # 0, it follows that g has loft 0 with Po(g) = a.
Otherwise suppose that c,•= 0 for i = 0, ... , I with I < R, and that we have
already obtained p¡(g) = a + di, for /' = 1, ... , I. From (12), gUÎ is a sum
of terms of the form
d-\

(14)

A^(x)\[(y^-DJ'(ct>(£dxxld))),
r=0

with X + Y,jr = j ■ Note that Dir(<t>(erdxxld)) has a zero of order k/d - jr

at the origin. Hence the term in the expansion of (14) which is independent
of y and its derivatives has a zero of order a - X + k - J2Jr - a + k - j
at 0. Similarly the coefficient of yUs¡)yUs2).. .yds,) has a zero of order at least
a + k-j-kt/d+jSl-\-1js,. Any terms for which this order is negative must
cancel out since the coefficients of g are analytic at 0. Moreover if any jSl is
less than / + 1, the term in yUsi)yUs2)...yU¡,) win belong to the kernel of r\i
since Co= cx = ■■■= c¡ = 0. Any remaining terms will have coefficients with

zeros of order at least a + k-j-kt/d

+ til+l).

this order will certainly be positive if j < a
however it will be positive except when t of the summands (14) namely the one with
This term has image ^(a)(0)(y(/+1))<;' under

Since t < d and k > dil+ 1),

+ dil + 1). For j = a + dil + 1)
d. This case occurs for just one
X = a and jr = I + 1 for all r.
n¡, and indeed also under all n,
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with i > I. Now if cI+x 9¿ 0, g has loft / + 1 with pI+xig) = a + dil + 1).
Otherwise we continue as before with / replaced by / + 1.
Suppose that we reach the stage when I = R and consider a term in yV't >y^ '
. ..yUs,) with each js¡ > R . Its coefficient has a zero of order at least a + k j + tiR + 1 - k/d), which is positive if j < a + k . However for j = a + k
all such terms belong to the kernel of nR except the one with t = 0. Hence
nRÍg(a+k)) = Da+kiAa0)iO) ¿ 0 and so g has loft R+ 1 with pR+x(g) =a + k.
If R > n - 1, the functions (j>(edxxld)are n - 1 times differentiable at 0.
Since they also satisfy a differential equation of type ( 1) in a domain whose
boundary includes the origin, they must in fact be analytic at 0 [2, Chapter
V]. But this is contrary to our hypothesis that g is irreducible over ^o . This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Suppose that gx and g2 have the lofting property and let g = gxg2.
Then g has the lofting property and its loft is equal to the maximum of the lofts

of gx and g2.
Proof of Lemma 4. Let us write J and K for the respective lofts of gx and
g2. Let m¡ =p¡igi), / = 0, ... , J , and », = Piig2), i = 0, ... , K. Then for
i < min(J, K), Piigxg2) = tn¡ + n¡. To see this, note first that if p < m, + n¡
then, by the Leibniz Theorem, Dpigxg2) consists of a linear combination of
terms of the form DrgxDsg2 with at least one of the inequalities r < m¡, 5 < «,

holding, and then n¡-X(gxg2) = 0. On the other hand, if p = m, + «,, there
is precisely one term in the Leibniz expansion of Dpig) for which neither
of the inequalities r < m,, s < n¡ holds. This term is DmigxDn,g2 and
t]i_xiDm'gxD"'g2) #0. It follows that n¡-X(Dm'+"'g) ¿0.
This situation continues until / reaches min(J, K). Suppose, without loss
of generality, that this minimum is J. If J = n then clearly the loft of g is
also n . Otherwise

nj(g[r))

is zero for r < mj , but nonzero for r = mj , and

similarly for nj(g[r)) for j > J. If K = J, then nj(g{2nj))¿ 0 for j > J and
so, by the above reasoning, rij(g(-mj+nj)) ^ 0 ; hence the loft of g is equal to J .
If K > J , consider the Leibniz expansion of Dp(gxg2). If p < mj + nJ+x , any
term must contain a derivative of gx of order less than mj or a derivative of g2
of order less than nj+x and so will map to zero under r\j . For p = mj + nj+x ,
this holds for every term except DmjgxD"J*[g2 and hence we take pj+x(g)
equal to mj + nJ+x . Similarly for J + 1 < /' < K, we take p¡(g) - mj + n,.
For j >K,it follows as above that nj(Dmj+"Kg) = kt]j(Dmjgx)rjj(D"Kg2) # 0,
where A: is a binomial coefficient. This suffices to establish Lemma 4.

The next result now follows easily.

Theorem 4. Let g e R^-X[y] be as in Theorem 3; i.e., if y - h is any factor
of g with h e (i?jv_i)aig, then h satisfies the differential equation (1). Then g
has the lofting property and pN-i(g) = 0 if and only if the loft of g is equal to
n.
Proof of Theorem 4. That g has the lofting property is a direct consequence of
Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. It is also clear that g will have loft n if and only if it has a
factor y-h with h satisfying h(x0) = c0, h'(xo) = cx, ... , h{"~X)(xo)= c„_i .
Since, by hypothesis, such an h also satisfies the differential equation (1), it
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follows that the loft of g is equal to n if and only if pN-i(g) = 0. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.

We are now in a position to give our algorithm for the initial case of the
inner induction.

Algorithm 3. To determine whether p(P) - 0 when P e <Í>N-X[y],we proceed

as follows.
1. Checkthat x(P) = 0 ; if not then p(P) ^ 0. Thencheckthat the coefficients
of P are not all zero, which by inductive assumption we are able to do.
2. Using Subalgorithm 1 below, compute a polynomial F e Ojv_i[y] such

that F is the gcd of P and dP/dy. Then P/F is square free and p(P) = 0 if
and only if p(P/F) = 0. Replace P by P/F.
3. Compute the ith star derivative of P for i = 1, ... , n . Use the equations
P*' = 0, /' = 1,... , n -1, to eliminate the derivatives of y from P*n . Multiply
the result by the product of Ù and a suitable power of dP/dy in order to clear
denominators. (As before Ù denotes the result of eliminating y', ... , y(n_1)
from Cl using the equations P*' = 0.) Let T denote the result; so T e <ï>Ar_i[y].
4. As in stage 2, compute an element G of Ojv-1[y] such that G is the gcd
of P and f. In practice this means making the gcd computations in <t>N-\[y]
but regarding elements of <¡>n-\ belonging to the kernel of pN-X as zero; cf.
Subalgorithm 1 and also the remarks following Theorem 1. Write g = G. If g

is independent of y, then p(P) ^ 0.
5. Otherwise compute the loft of g as follows. Check whether g reduces to
zero under the substitution x = xo (with y remaining as an indeterminate).
If it does, keep replacing g by its total derivative with respect to x until the
substitution no longer gives the zero polynomial. Then substitute y = Co in
addition to x = xo ; if this fails to give zero, then g has loft 0 and p(P) ^ 0.
6. Otherwise totally differentiate g until the result is no longer in the kernel of
rjo. If the last expression fails to vanish when cx is substituted for y', then the

loft is 1 and if n > 1 p(P) ^ 0. Otherwiseapply keep differentiatinguntil the
result is no longer in the kernel of nx, and so on. At the jth stage, differentiate
until the result is not in the kernel of r\¡-X. If the last expression fails to vanish

when Cj is substituted for y^, then the loft is j and p(P) ^ 0 ; otherwise
continue differentiating. This continues until either we discover that p(P) ^ 0
or the loft has been found to be n, in which case piP) - 0.
This completes the algorithm, apart from Subalgorithm 1, which we give below.

Note first that checking x(P) at stage 1 is only for the purpose of efficiency.
Most expressions are not functionally equivalent to zero and evaluation at xo
will often reveal this without further ado. Secondly note that the last statement
in stage 2 holds because piP) is zero if and only if y - / is a factor of P, and
removing repeated factors does not alter this.
Now for Subalgorithm 1. Let P and Q be two elements of <!>#_■
[y]. The
task is to find an element G such that G is the gcd of P and Q. We give
here only a simple version based on pseudodivision gcd method, but more
sophisticated gcd algorithms, such as the subresultant algorithm, [4], may also
be adapted to the present needs.
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Subalgorithm 1. Let P and Q belong to Q>N-X[y]. We compute an element
G of •î>Ar_1[y]such that G = gcd(P, Q). We may assume without loss of
generality, that the degree of P in y is at least that of Q and that lc(P), the
leading coefficient of P, does not belong to the kernel of pn-\ ■
1. Check that Pn-X{\c(Q)) ^ 0; if it is, remove this term from Q and check
the new leading coefficient; of course Q is unaffected by this. If Q is reduced to
the zero polynomial by this process, take G —P.

2. While deg(P) > deg(ß) do
(i) Divide lc(Q).P by Q and assign the remainder to P;
(ii) Remove terms from P as necessary until />#_•(lc(P)) ^ 0.
3. If P has been reduced to zero at stage 2, take G = Q. Otherwise, if P has
been reduced to a nonzero element of «IV-i, take G = P. If neither of these is
the case, interchange P and Q and return to stage 2.

6. The inner induction

Suppose that
Pe-3V_,[y,y',...,y(s>],

s<n-l.

Let *F denote the ring <S>N_x[y,y', ... , y<s~')] and write z for y(î). Then
®N-\[y,y', ••■ ,y{"~l)] may be identified with »F(z, z', ... , z^"-$-x)), and
P € ^[z]. By induction, we may assume that we can decide when an element
of *F belongs to the kernel of p. Let /?#_• denote the homomorphism from
O to RN-X[f, f,...
, f(s~X)]{z) obtained by composing /?#_• with the map
obtained by setting y to /, y' to /', ... , and y(J_1> to /(s_1). We write P
for pN-XiP).
The idea is to use a slight modification of Algorithm 3 with Oat_i [y] replaced
by *P[z]. We form the polynomial T in a similar manner to that used in the
case 5 = 0.

Namely we use the equations P" = 0, i = \, ... , n —s — 1,
to obtain expressions for z(,) and then use these to eliminate z"~s~x, ... , z'
from P*"-s. Denominators are then cleared to form T e ^V[z]. We then
compute a polynomial g e ^[z] such that g is the gcd of P and t. This
we do by computing the gcd of P and T identifying to zero any elements of
NKin the kernel of Pn-i ■ The proof of the following theorem is almost word
for word identical with that of Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. Let g be as above and suppose that g contains a factor z-h

h G iRN-X[f, f,
(15)

with

... , /(í-1)])aig- Then h satisfies the differential equation
ÁÍZ z'
z(n-s-l)\
z(n-s) _ yHz - ¿ •■•■•• ¿_I

Ü(z,z'.zM-'))'
Converselyif h satisfies (15) and P(A) = 0, then z-h

divides g.

Theorem 4 now applies with Rn-X replaced by RN-X{f] and so gives a
method of determining whether the factors of g contain a z-h
for which
h satisfies the initial conditions /z(xo) = cs, A'(xo) = cs+x, ... , #("-J-l)(xo) =
c„_i . In practice, we need to be careful to distinguish derivatives of z, which
are only substituted for when the appropriate member of the lofting sequence
has been reached in the number of differentiations, from the derivatives of the
function / which occur in coefficients and which are substituted at all stages.
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Algorithm 4. To determine whether p(P) = 0 when P G ^[y'5'], we carry out

the followingsteps.
1. Check that x(P) = 0 ; if not then p(P) ^ 0. Then substitute z for y^> and
check that the coefficients of P are not all zero, which by inductive assumption
we are able to do.
2. Using Subalgorithm 1, compute a polynomial F G *F[z] such that F is

the gcd of P and dP/dz.

Then P/F is square free and p(P) = 0 if and only

if p(P/F) = 0. Replace P by P/F.
3. Compute the ith star derivative of P for i - 1,... , n - s. Use the
equations P*' = 0, i=\,...,n-s-\,to
eliminate the derivatives of z from
p*n-s Qiear denominators in order to obtain T g *F[z] .
4. As in stage 2, compute an element G of *P[z] such that G is the gcd of
P and f. In practice this means making the gcd computations in *F[z] but
regarding elements of *F belonging to the kernel of (>n-X as zero. Write g = G.

If g is independent of z, then p(P) ^ 0.
5. Compute the loft of g as follows. Check whether g reduces to zero under
the substitution x = xo, with z remaining as an indeterminate but f being
substituted by Co, f by cx, etc. If g does reduce to zero, keep replacing g
by its total derivative with respect to x until the substitution no longer gives the
zero polynomial. Then substitute z = cs in addition to the other substitutions.
The values to be substituted for derivatives of f of order higher than n - 1 are
calculated using the recurrence formula

W,/',...,/(-'))P
/' = 0, 1, ... . If substituting z = cs fails to give zero, then g has loft 0 and

p(P)¿0.
6. Otherwise totally differentiate g until the result is no longer in the kernel of
ns. If the last expression fails to vanish when cs+x is substituted for z', then the

loft is 1 and if n > 1 p(P) / 0. Otherwise apply keep differentiating until the
result is no longer in the kernel of ns+x, and so on. At the jth stage, differentiate
until the result is not in the kernel of ns+j-\ ■ If the last expression fails to vanish
when cs+j is substituted for z(j>, then the loft is j and p(P) ^ 0; otherwise
continue differentiating. This continues until either we discover that p(P) ^ 0
or the loft has been found to be n- s, in which case p(P) = 0.
7. A WORKED EXAMPLE

We apply the techniques of the previous section to the expression e2ix 2ielxsinx1. We take yi(x) = sinx and define y- by y'( = -yx, yi(0) = 0,
y'[(0) = 1 . Similarly, we define y2ix) = exp(/'x) by y'2 = iy2, y2(0) = 1. The
polynomial for consideration is then

(16)

P = y2-2/y2y,-l.

Our first task is to check that P is square free. We have dP/dy2 = 2y2 - 2/y»
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'-(ï-f)fê-î-'-

But px(y2 - 1) ^ 0, since substituting x = 0, y- =0
gcd(P, dP/dy2) ^ 0 and so P is square free. We have
(17)

gives -1.

Thus

P* = 2/y2 - 2iy2y[ + 2y2y,.

Our next task is to compute gcd(P, P*). Let Q = iP - P*/2. Then Q =
y2(iy'x +yi) - i• We observe that px(iy[ + yx) ^ 0, since substituting x = 0,
yi = 0, y[ = 1 gives a nonzero result. Next
-(<->'■+ yi)P + y2Q = y2{2/y1(/yj +yx)-i}

+ (iy\ +yx).

On multiplying through by iy\ + yx , we obtain

(18)

-(/>î+yi)2P

+ y2(/y',+yi)(2

= yÁiy'x+ yi)(-2yjy, + 2y',2- /) + (iyj +yx)2.
Also

(19)

(-2y',yi + 2iy\ - i)Q
= y2(iy\ +yi)(-2y;yj + 2yf - i) - i(-2y[yx + 2iy\ - i).

On subtracting (19) from (18), we obtain on the right-hand side

(iy'i +y\f + i(-2y\yi + 2/y? - i) = -y'x2- y\ +1.
Let S = -y'2 - y2 + 1. To determine whether S = 0, we use the inner
induction. We write z = y[, so that S — -z2 - y2 + 1 . We have S* =
2zyx - 2yxz — 0 and so gcd(S\ S*) = S. This establishes that S contains a
factor of the form z - h , he (Qtxjfy]])^, where « satisfies the differential
equation for z, i.e., z' — -yx . In fact, as we can see, there are two choices for
h , namely ±a/1 -y2 • Next we must make the substitutions. We substitute
x = 0, yx = 0, but keep z as an indeterminate; under these substitutions,
S —►
-z2 + 1. Now putting z = 1 reduces S to zero, and hence S = 0.
However S was the remainder obtained on reducing P modulo Q, and
hence Q — gcd(P, P*). Then i(iy[ - yx)~x satisfies the differential equation
y2 = iy2 • as follows from the definition of Q .4 Finally, the substitutions need
to be applied to Q. First, on putting x = 0, yx = 0, yj = 1, we see that
Q —»iyi - i ■ Putting y2 = 1 then does give zero, and we are now entitled to
conclude that P = 0.

8. Functional

composition

The viewpoint of this paper has been that transcendental functions are specified by differential equations of the form ( 1) together with initial conditions.
While this may be a reasonable standpoint, it is nonetheless often convenient
to specify functions using functional composition. We take a brief look at this
in the present section.
Suppose then that / is a nonconstant function satisfying ( 1) and the associated initial conditions and that g is another nonconstant function similarly
4The reader may verify that i(iy[ +yx)

' = exp(;'x).
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specified, with / analytic on a domain which has nontrivial intersections with
the range of g. We have (cf. [10]) f'°g = (f° g)'/g' and hence

f"og
= il^L-iLi^l
j
g = (fog)'/g'
u
g)fg
,gl)2
{gl)i

■

In general suppose that we have established that

(20) fU)og = Qj((fog)', (fog)", ... , ifog)U\g>,... , gW)/(g')V-x,
where Qj is a polynomial. Then

fU+Do a = V{j)°gy = (Qj(W°gY>->(f°g)U),g,.:,gU))\
s~

g'

\

(g')2J-1

)

1

g'

Qj+i((f°g)',...Af°g){j+l),g,-.-,gu+1))
(g')2J+x

Since / satisfies (1),

(21)

{/("'fi(/, f',...,

/(«-»))-A(f, f■',..., /(»-")}og = 0.

The expressions (20) can then be substituted into (21) and the result multiplied

through by (g')2"'x to yield a differential equation p(Y, Y', ... , Y^) = 0 for
fog. Inspection shows that the coefficient of if°g)(n) in pifog, ... , ifog)^)
is equal to (g')"-1.Q(/, ... , /("_1)) o g and so we need to determine a point
Xo at which this quantity is nonzero in order to obtain initial conditions for

f°g-

Suppose that g is analytic at x and f at gix).
One way of finding
a suitable xo is to take a strictly monotonie sequence xx, x2, ... tending
to x and evaluate (g')n_1.Q(/, ... , /("_1)) o g at each successive x„ until one is found at which it is not zero. This must happen eventually since
(g')n~x.Çlif, .... /("_1)) o g cannot have a limit point of zeros at x. The
method might even be a successful one in practice, but it is somewhat unsatisfactory to have no estimate of when it will terminate. Another possible approach
is to try to use cylindrical decomposition. Richardson [26] showed how this can

be done with expressions defined by towers of first-order equations of the form

(1), but so far as the author is aware there is no corresponding method for
higher-order equations. Finally a rather promising suggestion, first made to the
author by Michael Singer, is to use the results of Denef and Lipshitz [11]. These
give one uniqueness of power-series solutions of ( 1) about points at which Ú
has a zero; the price to be paid is that many more derivatives may need to be
specified in the initial conditions.
We hope to examine the problems associated with functional composition
more fully in a later paper.
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